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An increasing large number of bioactive cyclopeptides and
cyclodepsipeptides have been found in nature.1 Their reduced
conformational flexibility, bioavailability, and metabolic stability
make them important leads for drug discovery.2 Neither as
completely rigid as small ring heterocycles nor as flexible as
acyclic counterparts, macrocycles provide a unique coverage of
three-dimensional space that is useful for elucidating the bioactive
conformation and for protein surface mimetics in the increasingly
important area of protein-protein interactions.3 Not surprisingly,
they have been for years one of the privileged structures in
medicinal chemistry.4 With the advances in the fields of functional
genomics5 and chemical genetics,6 efficient combinatorial syn-
thesis of natural product-like and drug-like compounds such as
cyclodepsipeptides will be welcomed.7 We report herein a
conceptually novel synthesis of macrocyclodepsipeptide1 as
outlined in Scheme 1. A three-component synthesis of the
functionalized oxazole followed by an internal activation of the
terminal carboxylate and a controlled macrocyclization are the
keys to the present process. Fleury’s mechanistic study on acidic
hydrolysis of the 5-amino oxazole constitutes the basis of the
projected activation-cyclization sequence.8

Applying our recently developed three-component reaction,9

a range of highly functionalized 5-amino oxazoles (5a-5j, Figure
1) were synthesized in good to excellent yield by simply heating
a methanol solution of an aldehyde (2), an amino alcohol (3),
and a dipeptide isocyanide (4).10 Saponification of methyl ester
(LiOH, THF-H2O) gave the corresponding lithium salt without
affecting the oxazole core.11 Using 8a as a testing compound,
cyclization conditions were surveyed under various conditions.
Some representative results are summarized in Table 1.

As it is seen, the trifluoroacetic acid turned out to be the acid
of choice among those investigated (entries 1, vs 5 and 6).

Curiously, the cyclization worked in both nonpolar and aprotic
dipolar solvents, with toluene and acetonitrile being the best
reaction mediums. A moderate asymmetric induction was ob-
served during the protonation step of oxazole, leading to two
diastereomers in a one-to-two ratio.12 Figure 2 lists the cyclodep-
sipeptides synthesized.13 Keeping in mind its potential application
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Figure 1. Three-component synthesis of 5-amino oxazole.

Scheme 1

Table 1. Survey of Macrolactonization Conditions

entries solventa acid yield (%) drb

1 toluene TFA 85 1/1
2 MeCN TFA 81 1/2
3 DMF TFA 63 1/1.9
4 THF TFA 59 1/2.1
5 toluene TsOH 9 1/1.7
6 toluene HClO4 7 1/2.3

a Concentration of substrate5a: 0.001 M, abbreviation: MeCN)
acetonitrile, DMF) N,N-dimethylformamide, THF) tetrahydrofuran,
TFA ) trifluoroacetic acid, TsOH) p-toluenesulfonic acid.b dr )
diastereomeric ratio.
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in combinatorial synthesis, the reaction conditions have not been
individually optimized. The molecular mass of the cyclodep-
sipeptide was determined by ES-MS at high dilution that enabled
us to differentiate between the cyclic monomer and the cyclic
dimer. As it is evident, all substituents at the peripheral of the
macrocycle (from R1 to R5, see general structure of1 in Scheme
1) can be varied at will, as well as the ring size (carbon chain
numbern). Indeed, 12-, 13-, 14-, 15-, and 16-membered macro-
cycles were synthesized with good to excellent yield.

To further demonstrate the generality of this methodology, a
two-step synthesis of cyclodepsipeptide1k was performed using
a sarcosine derivative as an amino alcohol input (Scheme 2). Thus,
heating a solution of compounds2a, 9, and 4a gave the
corresponding 5-amino oxazole, which after saponification and
acidic treatment gave the cyclodepsipeptide1k in 40% overall
yield.

An efficient activation and a favorable conformation of the
linear precursor are two key factors that dictate the outcome of a
given cyclization. While the carboxylic acid in intermediate7

(Scheme 1) was certainly activated enough for nucleophilic attack,
the present cyclization is also driven by the reduced entropy loss.
Indeed, comparing the structure7 and that of the classic cy-
clization precursor, one realized that there are at least six free
bond rotations less in the former, thus decreasing the conforma-
tional mobility and consequently facilitating the end-to-end
macrocyclization.

In conclusion, a new concept for the construction of macro-
cyclodepsipeptides from simple and readily available starting
materials has been developed. The sequence consists of (a) a
multicomponent reaction14 and (b) a domino process15 involving
an activation of the terminal carboxylic acid function by a built-
in oxazole followed by a macrocyclization underacidic conditions.
The synthesis is atom-economic16 since only a molecule of water
and “MeO” is lost in the entire sequence. The overall process is
also ecologically benign since LiOH and TFA are the only
reagents used, while water and low-molecular weight alcohol
(MeOH) are the only side products formed. Besides the significant
methodological advance in the field of cyclopeptide synthesis,
the strategy is especially suitable for combinatorial synthesis.
Work is in progress to refine the stereoselectivity as well as to
define the scope and limitation of this new cyclization technology.
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Figure 2. Total yield of two diastereomers.

Scheme 2
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